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IN BRIEFS
TAYLOR ETHICS BOWL
TEAM WINS STATE
On Nov. 12, the Ethics Bowl
team won their state competition at Marian University in
Indianapolis, Ind., advancing
to nationals. Taylor competed
against six of the 22 schools
in attendance. These were
the University of Michigan,
Illinois Institute of Technology, University of Southern
Indiana, Ripon, St. Olaf and
Wright State.
Taylor’s team will travel to
Cincinnati, Ohio, on March
1, 2012, for The National
Ethics Bowl, where they will
compete against Indiana
University, Xavier University, DePauw University and
Ripon College.
UPLAND VILLAGE
CHRISTMAS CRAFT BIZAAR
The Upland Village Christmas Craft Bizaar will take
place on Dec. 3 from 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at 81 Berry Street.
Students and faculty are
encouraged to donate unique
Christmas gifts and crafts
to the sale. For information
about setting up a booth, contact Lois at 765-618-4248 or
uplandvillage@att.net.
METCALF GALLERY DISPLAY
The combined works of Robert Giacomo Yaquinto and
Laura Barth Turner are on
display in Metcalf through
Dec. 2.
The gallery is open Monday
through Friday, 8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
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TAYLOR DINING: HOT & COLD

A

s familiar to students as their residence
hall, chapel or classes, the Dining Commons (DC) is an intricate part of the
Taylor experience. Students can easily
distinguish the residence hall of fellow
classmates by the table they sit at during
dinner, and they often know the DC workers
by name.
As students sit at their designated tables
day in and day out, they develop strong opinions
of the DC, from the food choices it provides to the
community it fosters.
A recent survey conducted by the Dining Commons showed improvements in student opinions
of the food, which has been a trend for the past
several semesters. The top three complaints the DC
will evaluate and try to implement immediately are the
ability to stay open later, speeding up the line for the pasta
bar and keeping the cereals consistent. The DC will soon
offer 16 main cereals to avoid mixing up cereal, which
is the simplest of the three requests to solve.
Students’ desire to stay open longer is a
matter of more labor from employees,
and the pasta bar corner does not have
the electrical power to open a second
station for pasta lovers, according to Service
Manager at the DC, Mya Hainlen.
Hainlen has been working for Creative Dining
Services, the DC’s food provider, for two years.
She worked at Purdue University before coming to
Taylor.
“You feed the students [there],” said Hainlen. But the
mentality is different at Taylor. “[Here] you care for the students.”
The Creative Dining Services has provided food for Taylor University
for about 18 years. Contracts with food services tend to last five years. At
the end of the contract, schools bid for the food companies.
“Each time [Creative Dining Services] have won the contract by the review

51°
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group,” said Vice President of Business
Administration Ron Sutherland.
WRITER
Although students question the stanstan
dard 21-meal plan because many don’t
go to breakfast, Sutherland explains the
budgeting behind the meals.
“We price our meal plan assuming
that a certain number of students will
go to each meal,” Sutherland said. “The
price of our current meal plan factors in the
low amount of students attending breakfast
and the higher numbers going to lunch and
dinner.”
Out of 27 private colleges or universities in
the state of Indiana, 24 were contacted about
the meal costs, and Taylor was the third lowest
price of these institutions.
“[Students] aren’t overpaying compared to
other schools,” Sutherland said.
The DC isn’t just a place to get a meal, but
a location for community to develop.
Com“In a programmatic way, the Dining Com
mons is a extension of the residence hall,”
Developsaid Vice President of Student Develop
Comment Skip Trudeau. “The Dining Com
mons is a phenomenally social place.”
Trudeau believes the DC makes quality food,
and the employees work hard to listen to the
comments of students.
“They are open to hearing from people who
are interested in having their opinions heard,”
Trudeau said.
Opinions abound from students when it comes
to the quality of food.
“It’s hard to meet every one’s expectations,”
Sutherland said. “Sometimes you get conflicting
comments.”
Sutherland expressed the difficulty in getting

CHRISTEN GALL
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CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

A ruined masterpiece

Stimulating solutions

an accident, mentioning
A student’s art display in
SARAH SHAFER
certain projects are prone
the Metcalf Building was
CONTRIBUTOR
to breakage. But the artdestroyed Thursday, Nov. 10,
between 6 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The piece work in question was constructed out of
represented at least 30 hours of work, sturdy materials.
“We’ve had things fall apart before, but
and supplies alone were valued at $100.
The artist, sophomore Caitlyn Kuhn this was made from plywood, which is
at Taylor, preferred to remain nameless very difficult to break,” Bouw said.
In the future, the department hopes to
but was willing to comment on the incidisplay art in such a sound manner that
dent.
“I was working upstairs in Metcalf they are able to “take a beating.”
“No one knows if it was an accident or
Thursday night on another project and
got a text asking if I had seen what hap- not, so I don’t want to point fingers or be
pened to my artwork,” she said. “I came angry about it,” said the artist. “If it was
downstairs, and it was literally in pieces.” an accident, I hope this helps remind
Her artwork was irreparably dam- people to keep a respectful distance from
other people’s work.”
aged in several places.
The art department hopes to ensure
“It was such a shock,” said the artist.
“Seeing all my work destroyed was really situations like this will not occur again.
“We want to make sure that all stuhard. It was also difficult to find motivation to keep working on new projects dents’ works are secure,” Bouw said. “It
is important for students to feel they
after what happened to my last one.”
The cause of the damage is currently can display their work without fear of it
unknown. Although vandalism is highly being destroyed.”
In response to the question of how
suspected, Campus Police suggests the
incidents like this could be prevented,
cause could have been accidental.
“There are no solvability factors in this Assistant Art Professor Josh Welker
case,” said Deputy Chief of Police Tim said, “I think the best measure would
Enyeart. “Someone probably either fell be a campus-wide pedagogy about how
to respect art.”
into it or destroyed it intentionally.”
This respect includes keeping a careIf the artwork was destroyed intenful distance from works on display.
tionally, the offense is serious.
The artwork, titled “Waves,” was
“Vandalism would be criminal,”
Enyeart said. “It could be elevated to a inspired by the artist’s childhood trips
felony. The appropriate charge for that to the beach.
“I made it thinking of the ocean,” she
would be criminal mischief.”
Art Department Chair Dr. Jonathan said. “It was supposed to be really peaceBouw acknowledged the possibility of ful, which I find kind of ironic.”

ing articles and books,
Recovering from
KARA HACKETT
has
been the mindset
M o n d a y ’s b e a n b a g
NEWS CO-EDITOR
that he wants to build
surcharge scandal,
America’s favorite coffee franchise his company on ethical standards,”
continues its wristband campaign to said Starbucks employee and Taylor alumna (‘11) Annie Nelson. “He
stimulate the national economy.
To help Americans create and sus- actually does want to help the lower
tain jobs in their Create Jobs for USA person or the people we mistreat so
campaign, Starbucks is partnering often in America.”
When his father lost his job and
with the Opportunity Finance Network (OFN) to fund community busi- struggled to support the family,
Schultz decided
nesses through
to develop a
the sale of $5
“The idea of Starbucks is,
business that
patriotic wristwhatever community you’re in, would care for
bands.
his employees.
OFN is the
you go out to that community
“He doesn’t
“leading network
and you help them.”
just want it to
of Community
be a coffee comDevelopment
Financial Institutions (CDFIs) in the pany,” Nelson said. “He wants it to
United States that invests in oppor- be a company that truly serves in
tunities that benefit low-income, other ways.”
According to Nelson, connecting
low-wealth and other disadvantaged communities across America,” with communities is one of Starbucks’ core values.
according to starbucks.com.
“The idea of Starbucks is, whatever
Every dollar donated is used as
leverage for $7 worth of loans. There- community you’re in, you go out to
fore, every $5 donation translates to that community and you help them,”
Nelson said. “We all have random
$35 of loans for businesses.
The Create Jobs for USA campaign things we’ll do for communities to be
is part of Starbucks Chairman and involved. That way we can get more
CEO Howard Schultz’s plan to build of America involved because we are
local communities through more such a big community.”
Despite the appeal to national
than 7,000 employee-friendly franunity, senior economics/systems
chises nationwide.
“Howard Schultz’s whole mindset behind developing Starbucks,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
from what I’ve learned from read-
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Religion:
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Political Experience:
U.S. House of Representatives, 1979-1999
U.S. House of Representatives, Speaker of 1995-1998
Professional Experience:
News and Political Analyst, FOX News, 1999-2011
Professor, History and Environmental Studies, West
Georgia College, 1970-1978
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TAYLOR CONTINUED...

information from students in surveys.
Off-campus student senate senior Chelsea Moore commented
about the new changes at the DC as she’s moved into an apartment.
“Keeping the pasta bar open on weekends is phenomenal,” Moore
said. “Often students, myself included, would drag their feet knowing that there would be slim pickins’ over the weekend, but now
that efforts have been made to keep things fresh, there will be
much more excitement.”
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Changes to the DC in the past semester have included the addition of a self-serve deli, more specific options at the American Fare,
and keeping the pasta and American Fare selections available
over the weekend.
Sophomore Lane Gramling appreciates the DC improvements
over the past few years but finds the good choices to be inconsistent.
“One night just happens to not have good food, then there’s no
good food anywhere,” Gramling said. “And some nights there are
three or four good choices, and you don’t know what to choose.”

Junior Josh Gagliarducci repeats the frustration over the inconsistency.
“There are days when I’m overjoyed with what I find to eat, and
there are days where I fail to find anything appealing,” Gagliarducci said. “I enjoy the new variety that I find in the deli and the
hamburger line. Honestly, I’ve been surprised with the “Chef ’s
Corner.” I think they have been offering a ton of delicious things,
but I do feel like the main lines need some work, or at least some
freshening up.”

Top 5 News Events of the Week
In Shooting at White House, Attempted Assassination Charge
(nytimes.com)

STIMULATING CONTINUED...

major Maggie O’Connell is skeptical of
the campaign’s claims to produce jobs
by providing micro loans for community
businesses to hire additional employees.
“It’s really confusing and it sounds too
good to be true,” O’Connell said.
According to O’Connell, a balance
needs to be found between capital and
labor. Funding the creation of jobs may
not be an effective strategy for small
businesses that do not have the resources
to support additional employees.
“Every employee has to earn their
keep in terms of what they’re producing,” O’Connell said. “If they’re making
$5 an hour, they better be producing $5
an hour.”
Because loaning businesses the money
to hire employees does not put value into
the product, the campaign’s strategy
has the potential to decrease marginal
returns.

Natalie Wood investigation
prompted by boat captain’s comments

The Supercommittee’s Worst-Case
Scenario

(latimes.com)

“It’s going to take a lot of analysis and
training on the part of the micro lending firm to identify candidates for these
loans who will be successful, especially
if their goal is job creation and not just
improving current business,” O’Connell
said.
However, O’Connell supports Starbucks’ free market approach to build the
economy.
“Going through private businesses
is going to be the best way to improve
unemployment,” O’Connell said. “We
need sustainability in job creation. I
think deregulation of some businesses
and privatizing some government functions would lead to more growth and
prosperity in companies. People are
upset with the government, but it is not
the government’s responsibility to make
sure our economy is running well.”
Facing a national labor force unemployment rate of 9.1 percent, Economics
professor Hadley Mitchell agrees that

(theatlantic.com)

Demi Moore says she is
divorcing Kutcher
(cnn.com)

hampering the private business sector
from creating jobs would only lead to further economic decline, as demonstrated
in the Great Depression.
“The government cant create wealth;
it can only redistribute wealth,” Mitchell said. “This misconception is leading
to more and more frustration because
we’re expecting the government to create
solutions. The government should simply
give the rules of the game and let the private sector create the jobs and products.
(Howard Schultz) is onto something. The
free market is what creates jobs.”
Although taking part in Starbucks
campaign is one way for students provide
support, O’Connell suggests that one of
the best ways students can help grow the
local economy is bringing practical skills
to the workforce.
“As we go out into the workforce we
need to go out with new innovations and
ideas,” O’Connell said. “That’s going be
the responsibility of our generation.”

KATIE SCHLEMMER
P r e s i d e n t B a r a c k O b a m a ’s n e w l y
updated Student Loan Forgiveness Plan,
scheduled to take effect in 2012, provides
some relief for undergraduate students
who have sunken into the black hole of
debt, but the numbers are still staggering.
According to a report by The Project
on Student Debt, the average undergraduate faces $25,250 worth of debt
after graduation. Taylor’s average debt
for graduates is $21,356, with 52 percent
of students needing loans.
The Student Loan Forgiveness Plan
allows the forgiveness of debt after 20
years, which is five years sooner than
the previous Income-Based Repayment
(IBR) plan. It also lowers discretionary
income payment from 15 percent to 10
percent, meaning students pay according
to their incomes. This makes the plan
beneficial for those who have taken out
several different loans and have low paying jobs.
However, to receive this 10 percent
discretionary income change, students
have to fall in the right range of average
income. The Student Loan Forgiveness

Plan doesn’t cover students who have
taken out private loans. Instead, they
are left to the mercies and interest rates
of loan providers.
For those who have to take out four
years of loans, the numbers add up.
“This school is a great risk for me,” said
junior media communications major
Luke Lines, who relies solely on loans
to pay for schooling.
Although Lines says Taylor has a
thriving media communications program,
including a semester in Los Angeles and
many opportunities for film focuses, he
feels his financial future is in jeopardy.
“My salary will definitely fluctuate
depending on what company hires me
and what my position is,” Lines said.
Because of his parent’s income, Lines
was denied loans from the government,
so he looked to private lenders to pay for
tuition. By making monthly payments on
his private loans, Lines will be able to
slowly pay back the money he borrowed
while he is still in school.
Financial Aid Counselor Lyn Kline
advises students facing debt after graduation “to pay off debt sooner so they pay
less in interest charges in the long run.”
“Borrow responsibly and accelerate
repayment,” Kline said.

CHA P EL - CLA SS CHA P EL

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

STUD ENT FORUM ON LA ND USE

Student Union
7 p.m.

‘A CHRI STMA S CA ROL’
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

SATURDAY
SP ECI A L OLYMP I CS BA SKETBA LL

Meet at Campus Safety
1 p.m.

Although more than half of Taylor students take out loans, some have limited
knowledge concerning those loans.
“My parents want me to take on the
responsibility of paying for college so
that I value my education,” said freshman sports management major Brittany
Jacobs, who takes out government loans
to pay for tuition costs that aren’t covered by scholarships and grants.
Although Jacobs is paying the loans,
her parents do the paper work, leaving
her unaware of the details.
“I’m going to start paying them off now
because it scares me knowing how much
I’m going to have to pay when I graduate,” Jacobs said.
To alleviate post graduation debt, the
Financial Aid Office works with students
and graduates to help them determine
the necessary steps so they don’t fall
back on loan payments after graduation.
The Department of Education provides
an online course called Student Loan
Exit Counseling which allows students
to be aware of their own debt levels, loan
types and loan servicers.
For more information concerning the
Student Loan Exit Counseling program,
visit www.nslds.ed.gov.

MA RI ON P HI LHA RMONI C ORCHESTRA CONCERTO/A RI A COMP ETI TI ON

Carruth Recital Hall
236 W Reade Ave
Upland, IN 46989
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

CHRI STMA S CI TY WA LKWAY OF LI G HTS

Marion Riverwalk
River Drive
Marion, IN 46952
$5 per person
6 p.m.- 10 p.m.

‘A CHRI STMA S CA ROL’
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

SUNDAY
‘A CHRI STMA S CA ROL’
Mitchell Theatre
3 p.m.

CHRI STMA S CI TY WA LKWAY OF LI G HTS

Marion Riverwalk
River Drive
Marion, IN 46952
$5 per person
6 p.m.- 10 p.m.

MONDAY

NEW RESEARCH OPENS DOORS

CHA P EL - THA NKSG I VI NG CHA P EL

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Taylor’s global engagement

KARI TRAVIS
CONTRIBUTOR

T

aylor University received high rankings from the Institute of International
Education’s (IIE) Open Doors Report,
released Monday, Nov. 14 in Washington, D.C.
The report compiled research on the international academic programming provided
by thousands of U.S. baccalaureate colleges,
according to IIE and Taylor University’s
Dean of International Programs Chris Bennett.
“The Open Doors Report allows us, as a
small institution especially, to keep abreast
of international trends and legislation,” Bennett said. “Because we are members of the
Institute, we are able to access some very
scholarly reports on trends . . . to know how
we’re doing in regard to other institutions on
sending and receiving students.”
The report ranked Taylor University sixth
in the baccalaureate category for total number of participating students nationwide. In
the categories for short term duration programs and participation percentage, Taylor

ranked third and seventh, respectively.
Bennett said that Taylor’s participation
percentage, ranked third in the 2010 Open
Doors Report, dropped due to the turnover of
a large graduating class.
According to Bennett, student participation in global programming may begin to
accumulate again over the next few years
and cause the university’s participation percentage to increase.
“What we will be doing is trying to shape
the offerings a little bit, so that in any given
year there are a couple of general education
opportunities . . . maybe some major field programs available, mission trips available and
also ensure that students have a geographic
representation,” Bennett said.
Taylor’s rankings for the total participation and short-term duration categories
remained unchanged from 2010 to 2011.
Bennett said that rankings and research
from IIE help Taylor University improve
international study opportunities for students from all backgrounds.
“It’s a good opportunity to open up a new
lens for viewing cultures,” said sophomore

(chicagotribune.com)

FRIDAY

STUDENT DEBT CREATES STRESS
CONTRIBUTOR

Authorities foil NY protest bid
to shut Wall Street

SHAWN MORI N EXHI BI T

Melvin Susanto about Taylor’s semester
study program in Ecuador. “When we study
here [at Taylor], we don’t get a full perspective of the world.”
Senior Lindsay Burket, who participated
in spring break trips during her time at Taylor, said short-term global involvement is also
significant.
“Every Taylor student should experience
some kind of overseas trip during their time
here,” Burket said.
Taylor University will implement research
from the Open Doors
Report in an effort to
make international programs more financially
accessible to students,
according to Bennett.
For more information
about IIE and the Open
Doors Report, visit www.
iie.org. To learn about
international program765-662-7673
2014 W. 2nd St.
ming at Taylor UniverMarion, IN 46952
sity, email Bennett at
Find us on Facebook
chbennett@taylor.edu.

Beard Art Center Galleries - IWU
4201 S. Washington St.
Marion, IN 46953
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

2 games and shoes for $5

Sunday- Thursday
(with student ID)

Friday and Saturday 9pm-close
$20 per lane for 2 hours
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CANDID REFLECTIONS FROM IRAQ

Iraq vet Dave Warnock challenges students’ views on imposing democracy in the Middle East.

“It’s important for people to know what really went on in Iraq
“Governmental systems and ideologies can’t be imposed, howand the ramifications of it,” Warnock said. “Especially since
ever good we think they are,” Shaya said.
NEWS CO-EDITOR
Shaya expressed support for the Arab Spring, “the populace there’s still so much turmoil in the Middle East, we should learn
lessons from what happened in Iraq, mainly not to stumble
rising up, and bringing democracy out of their own means.”
into a tumultuous Middle Eastern country again and expect a
Warnock saw this truth in Baghdad.
xperiences shape mindsets, alter opinions. The first-hand
“Democracy has to come from the people,” Warnock explained. simple outcome.”
knowledge gained from living a moment is untouchable
Recent U.S. actions imply the Iraq war is all but forgotten.
“You can’t teach people democracy while you’re riding through
by mere hear-say.
Americans are calling for the deployment of military to Iran,
Last night, Iraq war veteran Dave Warnock, 24, spoke their streets in tanks.”
Political Science Professor Nicholas Kerton-Johnson sup- and Republican Presidential Candidate Mitt Romney advocates
to the crowded lecture hall in Metcalf ’s basement.
Enlisting as a 17-year-old, Warnock knew little of the Middle ported the war in Iraq, looking to the big-picture of the war and a preemptive strike into Iran due to Iran’s moves to becoming nuclear, according to Warnock. He defended his position,
Eastern situation. Despite much opposition from family, he was seeing a positive outcome.
“It is easy to sit in a western democracy and fail to appreci- explaining the U.S. lacks sufficient troops to invade another
deployed to Iraq two years later.
After one tour in Baghdad, “the thick of it,” and one in Diyala ate the horror of living in a dictatorship,” Kerton-Johnson said. nation. The military simply does not have another force it can
Province, a much calmer place, Warnock’s once strong support “The opportunity for democracy to be established in the Middle deploy into Iran or any place with internal turmoil.
Warnock thinks the U.S. should have pulled out of Iraq two
East was a historic moment, and the fact that the U.S. was
for the war turned to opposition.
“At first I really dehumanized the Iraqis,” Warnock admit- willing to place its own soldiers at risk . . . showed a level of years ago when violence was at an all-time low.
“It is too early to pull out U.S. troops,” Kerton-Johnson argued.
ted. “I thought they were somehow different from me, and commitment lacking in previous years.”
Serving on the ground, in the midst of gunfire and the remains, “The Iraqi state is not yet sufficiently secure, and the Iraqi army
then I realized they really weren’t. They were just victims of
thereof, Warnock saw the effects of U.S. invasion and occupation. is not yet capable of keeping the peace.”
circumstances.”
The U.S. must finish what it started before it acts anywhere
“A lot of the problems we were fixing were ones we had caused,”
Warnock recognizes his inclination toward democracy stems
else. The definition of finish, in this situation, is debatable, but
from his dwelling in a democratic state, but he is not willing to Warnock said. “We were sort of cleaning up our own mess.”
The U.S. did not thoroughly consider the consequences of the argument must be settled before bad becomes worse, and
impose his beliefs on other nations through war.
Living in America, civilians can be blindsided by the banner removing a nation’s government, according to both Kerton- worse becomes beyond repair.
of democracy for all, according to Middle Eastern Collegiate Johnson and Warnock. This lack of judgement led to more
disorder than what originally was accounted.
Association President Tiara Shaya.

KYLA MARTIN

E

ECONOMIC STATE OF MIND: PESSIMISM ON RISE IN WEST

A

“The testimonies they shared were heart-wrenching, but they
“The Christian moral foundations that made Europe
ttitudes worldwide are being influenced
MEREDITH SELL
prosperous have been declining, particularly since always started and ended with ‘praise God,’” Black said. “They
by, among other factors, the state of the
STAFF WRITER
World War II,” he said. “With the collapse of its moral always had hope, no matter how dire the situation.”
economy.
“Ugandans also have a simpler lifestyle, and I found that because
A BBC World Service survey involving more than 25 capital, its financial capital is likewise waning. Christian values
thousand people in 25 countries found consumers in meant building for a future in this life, as well as for the life to they focus less on stuff they can be more optimistic.”
Economic status holds influence on national attitudes, but
traditional economic superpowers more pessimistic and consumers come. But as prosperity increased, the focus shifted from a Chrisaccording to Dynes it does not define them.
tian hope to enjoying prosperity.”
in emerging economies more optimistic.
“You can find people who are pessimistic
Material prosperity and optimism,
Japan, France and Britain were among the most negative in the
in any culture or economic setting, as well
“rich” world, with positive percentages in the single figures and however, do not come hand-in-hand.
as people who are optimistic,” Dynes said.
“People in the west are finding that
more than half of those surveyed expecting bad times.
“Christian values meant building “It depends on their outlook on life.”
“In the developing world, optimists outnumbered pessimists in money and toys do not bring happiness,”
“The Ugandans I know really underKerton-Johnson said. “Many poorer peo- for a future in this life, as well as for
nearly every country surveyed” (BBC).
the life to come. But as prosperity
stand what it means to hope in the Lord
Nigeria was the most positive: more than 70 percent of those ple carry a joy through living a simple
increased, the focus shifted from a
and to derive their joy from Him,” Black
surveyed were optimistic. Kenya and Egypt followed close behind. life.”
Christian hope to enjoying prosper- said. “I suppose you can call this optimism,
Senior Nicole Dynes witnessed such
“In many western countries there is not only concern about stagbut I think it’s greater than that.”
nating economies but the inability of government to affect change,” joy on a two-week missions trip to
ity.”
Exceptions to the patterns found by the
said Professor of Political Science Nicholas Kerton-Johnson. “EU Kenya. She credits the positive attitudes
survey were Germany, with 36 percent
members and Japan have both seen very poor growth, while many she saw to the people’s faith.
expecting good or mostly good times, and
“There is a sort of optimism among the
African states have struggled through difficult times and have
Kenyan people, a joy you don’t see as much in the United States, Pakistan, whose pessimists were more numerous than in other
optimism about the future.”
The attitude differences reflect economic performance, according but [the team] mainly encountered it in Christian contexts. Out- nations with rising economies. Optimists bore a slight lead in
to BBC, with “strong growth in many emerging economies [and] side of that, we saw people doing all sorts of things to dull their Russia, Chile and Ecuador.
The research for the BBC survey was conducted between July
senses to the world around them.”
sluggishness in the rich world.”
Junior Caitlin Black saw similar optimism in street boys she and September this year.
Professor of Economics Hadley Mitchell attributes the sluggishworked with while studying abroad in Uganda.
ness to a change in ideals.

How do you feel about the U.S.’s
involvement in Iraq?
They have made a positive impact
They have done good, but it’s
time to go
They have done more harm than
good
Unsure
Submit poll response to: Echo@taylor.edu

Middle East — New
al-Qaida head Ayman
al-Zawahiri released a
video depicting Osama
bin Laden’s “human side,”
posted on jihadist websites. “People don’t know
that this man was tender,
gentle, kind . . . . We never
saw men like him,” Zawahiri said. Analysts suggest
that the video aims to
increase his popularity as
new leader of al-Qaida.
Italy — An ad depicting
Pope Benedict XVI kissing

a leading Egyptian imam
has insinuated a potential
lawsuit. The doctored image
was the latest in a series of
controversial ads put out by
clothing company Benetton,
which aims to “battle the
culture of hate.” It remains
unclear whether the Vatican
intends to sue Benetton
directly.

Pakistan — Text messages with “obscene” words
will soon be blocked by the
Pakistan Telecommunications Authority. Consumer

complaints of offensive text
messages instigated the ban.
The allegedly banned words
include athlete’s foot, flatulence and Jesus Christ.

Brazil — Whites are no
longer the dominant race,
the 2010 census reveals, for
the first time in the nation’s
history. Other findings include drops in illiteracy rates,
increases in school attendance and greater access to
drinking water, electricity and
sanitation.
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JUST GIRLS — FIRED

EMILY ENGEL
CONTRIBUTOR

HOW ONE WEEK CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Two weeks ago, Taylor’s World Opportunities Week (WOW) brought attention
to many social and religious injustices
occurring worldwide. We heard chapel speakers outlined the
persecution of the global church and saw presentations of human
rights violations around the world.
But for most of us, that’s where it stopped. Now that WOW has
passed, we’ve fallen back into our usual routine of classes, Polar
Pop runs, and pick-a-dates with not a care in the world. Why?
Kristin Dykstra, a member of The Evangelical Alliance Mission
(TEAM) working in student mobilization, said it’s because many
of us feel like these worldwide problems are too big for us to help.
Dykstra said to change the world is to look and truly see a need,
then actively pursue ways to meet that need. But the thought of
single-handedly taking steps to make a difference can be overwhelming. What are specific ways that one person — especially a
lowly college student — can change the world? Several mission
representatives who visited Taylor during WOW offered these
helpful tips on making a difference.

MARIA MARTIN

CONTRIBUTOR

REALIZE THAT WE DON’T ULTIMATELY
CHANGE THE WORLD — GOD DOES

“God makes a difference through us if we’re willing to allow him
to use us when and where we are,” said Dan Bostrom, Executive
Director of the United States branch of Hellenic Ministries, an
international mission organization reaching the people of Greece
for Christ. The task of being God’s vessel is much less overwhelming than trying to face mankind’s problems alone.

BE INFORMED AND
SPREAD THE WORD

According to Bostrom, the biggest obstacle that keeps people from trying to change the world is ignorance about what in
the world needs to be changed. Christians often overlook many
nations when searching for needs. If few are aware of a need—
social, humanitarian, spiritual, or otherwise — then few can help.

But it only takes one person to start a chain reaction, said senior
Kayt Watts, who became involved with the Invisible Children
organization during this year’s WOW.
“If [Invisible Children] came to campus and captured the attention of one person, odds are that one person knows a person, and
that person another person, and so begins the domino effect,”
Watts said.

FIND YOUR GIFTS AND
PUT THEM TO USE

Many people do not even realize that their areas of expertise
are useful for mission work, but Bible and Christian education
majors aren’t the only people who can become involved in missions.
If you are gifted with computers and technology, there are IT
organizations that provide computer support to mission organizations. If you have a mind for business, this can be a great way to
reach nations otherwise closed to the gospel. If you’re interested
in education, the need for English teachers overseas provides a
fantastic opportunity to bring God’s Word to those who have never
heard it. These are only a few of the many gifts we can use to make
a difference. All talents are from God, and all can be used for God.

BE WILLING TO DIE TO SELF

providing those on the mission field with indispensable support.

DON’T STAND ALONE
You don’t have to start something by yourself. Instead, try to find
an organization that meets a need you are burdened for and join
it. Certain people are better wired to head up organizations like
this, said Schmelzle, and if you’re one of those, go for it. If you do
take the initiative to start something, though, bring people into
your vision; ask people to pray and ask people to join you in your
endeavors. But keep in mind that discouragement and doubt will
almost definitely come.
“Focus on what God is going to do, not what we’re doing,” Bostrom
said. “Our job is to do what we’re called to do and God is responsible for the increase.”

PRAY
This sounds like the easy part, and because it seems easy, we
sometimes neglect it, partially or altogether. But our communication with our heavenly Father is something we should never take
for granted. And praying for existing mission organizations isn’t
the only way we can help.
“Seek [God] daily, asking him to give discernment on ways that
you can help change the world,” Dykstra said. “And when he
answers, be obedient to his call.”

“Being involved in something that really changes the world is
a sacrifice,” said Brent Schmelzle, Director of Technology for the
Jesus Film Project.
Once we know the steps to making a difference, our most dauntTime, money and material possessions are a few of the things
that must often be sacrificed in order to make a commitment to ing task is simply getting started.
“Don’t allow fear to keep you from taking that first step,” said
missions work, whether full-time or only part-time. Not only that,
but missions may not meet your expectations. Those visions of Kalyn Lantz, a senior involved with the Tiny Hands organization.
trekking through the uncharted jungles of South America may “There are so many [missions] organizations, but if you don’t put
yourself out there a little bit, you won’t be able to get involved.”
not be what God has in store for your life.
WOW may have come and gone, but these issues are still out
“When I was younger, I wanted to be a missionary in Africa,”
said Dorinda Beeley, who works with LightSys Technology to help there. Humankind is broken, and God has called us to help him
missions organizations use technology effectively. “Working on heal it.
How will you change the world?
computers in Dallas, Texas, is not exactly Africa.”
Nevertheless, this kind of seemingly mundane work is vital,

EMILY AND CORRIE’S
TOP 10
BEST THINGS
ABOUT THANSKGIVING
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BROHO’S TURKEY TACKLE
EMILY LUTTRULL L I F E

& TIMES CO-EDITOR

This weekend, students willing to skip class start heading home Brotherhood hatched this plan to bring the spirit of Thanksgiving
for the long-awaited Thanksgiving break. But those who stick and holiday cheer to Upland.
“We in the Brotherhood are proud of our heritage and our Thanksaround will be able to watch an event of Mayflower proportions
giving tradition,” Olson said. “In an act of national solidarity, we
occur on campus.
The first-ever Broho Turkey Hunt will take place Monday, Nov. invite campus to bring the turkey back to the table.”
Carson Hendricks is the fortunate freshman chosen to be the
21. One lucky (or unlucky) freshman has been chosen to be the
Turkey, which entails dressing up as the holiday bird and run- Turkey through a secret process that can’t be divulged.
“That detail cannot be disclosed, but suffice to say that the
ning around campus, waiting to be tackled by residents of the
Turkey is a member of the Brotherhood who we believe can digest
Brotherhood.
“It will be happening all day long and culminating in the Broho massive amounts of growth hormone, live off unnatural feed
for most of his life and, in the end,
turkey roast open house, prepared
supply us with the best and most
by Broho’s own expert chef Joel
nutritious turkey roast,” Olson
Helms, who is currently single,”
One lucky (or unlucky) freshman has been said. “With those criteria it was a
said junior Joey Olson, an eager
participant.
chosen to be the Turkey, which entails dress- pretty easy selection.”
“As to whether it is an honor or
Aside from the Turkey, competiing up as the holiday bird and running
a punishment, I think it will be an
tors are split between two teams,
honor,” Hendricks said. “Not quite
Pilgrims and Indians. If a member
around campus, waiting to be tackled by
sure though. There are some pretty
of Broho spots the elusive Turkey,
residents of the Brotherhood.
big guys on Broho . . . and I’m just
they are obligated to chase him
hoping they don’t tackle me too
until the Turkey’s capture or
hard.”
escape.
Mothers can rest assured knowing that rules preventing extreme
“To give the illusion of reality, the hunt will take place only where
turkeys may be found in nature. Anywhere outside of a building injury are in place. It may be a hunt, but it’s still just a game.
“We are not barbarians, and because the nature of any hunt can
is fair game to catch the turkey,” Olson said.
Although there is method to what outsiders may consider mad- be a bit gruesome, we have decided to apply what we call the Rule
of the Turkey, namely try not to inflict bodily harm to the Turkey
ness, some Pilgrims may not want to play by these rules.
“The only rule that I have really heard is that you keep tackling if at all possible,” Olson said.
Despite the risks, participants are looking forward to Monday’s
the Turkey until he stops moving,” said junior Blake Williams, the
festive events — even the Turkey.
current Phubbbbbbbbs.
“Broho has some really fun traditions,” Hendricks said. “I’m
The idea of the Turkey Hunt came about in response to what
Olson called a “general Thanksgiving malaise on campus.” The excited to be part of the start of this new tradition.”

1. Sweet potato casserole
(or all casseroles)
2. Macy’s Thanksgiving
Day Parade
3. Watching every
football game
4. Family and
friend reunions
5. Pie
6. Post-dinner naps
7. Fires in a fireplace
8. Drawing hand-turkeys
9. Black Friday shopping
10. Finally being allowed
to listen to Christmas
music

It is estimated that more than 12 million people
are currently exploited worldwide for labor and
sex. Young girls across the United States are forced
to prostitute themselves at truck stops for as little as $5
per sexual act.
Stories and statistics like these have continually been
splashed across headlines and non-profit web pages in recent
years as more truth about the global and domestic sex industry surfaces. A typical response after reading such depictions of this widespread brutality is often
“What can I do,” followed by a long silence in which even the experts struggle
for an appropriate response. College students become just as easily discouraged
and overwhelmed by the scale of this epidemic as they become passionate about
the issue.
In the last few years, thousands have joined the fight in various ways against
the sex industry. However, the battle for justice is far from over.
Psychology Professor Scott Moeschberger got involved with anti-trafficking
efforts after years of working with international orphanages and seeing the
high rate of orphans who were often taken right outside the facility’s gates. He
believes the war on trafficking must start by addressing why a demand for it
arises in the first place.
“We are living in a culture that is consumer-based and where females are
commodified,” Moeschberger said. “So they are viewed as something to consume
sexually. If you really take a step back and see that that is the the cultural
mindset, it’s not as big of a jump to get to sex trafficking and sex with a minor.”
Senior Jenna Stupar, also a long-time advocate against trafficking, agrees with
Moeschberger that the long-term solution to the elimination of the sex trade
lies in attacking the demand.
“Honestly, the biggest way for our generation to prevent it is to stay away from
pornography,” Stupar said. “You don’t just wake up one morning and say ‘I want
to have sex with a 7-year-old,’ but because of pornography, sexual tolerance
goes up. The brain becomes more perverted, more bent, and that’s where child
pornography comes in. That’s where prostitution comes in.”
This issue has caught the attention of the government and requires action. In
the U.S. Department of State 2011 Trafficking in Persons Report, a large part of
the prevention plan in “Moving Toward a Decade of Delivery” consists of government action to combat trafficking demand. The report states that “governments
can attack demand for commercial sex by establishing ‘zero tolerance’ policies for
government employees and contractors who participate in trafficking or procure
commercial sex acts.”
Governments are not the only organi-

th e

zations realizing a large-scale crackdown
is needed. Hundreds of anti-trafficking nonprofits have sprung up in recent years, including
those like the Polaris Project. The Polaris Project
was founded by two college seniors and today is the
leading organization in the U.S. “combating all forms of
human trafficking.”
Their two main techniques in fighting trafficking are the National
Human Trafficking Resource Center (NHTRC) — a hotline that takes 24/7
calls reporting trafficking or asking for help in a trafficking situation —
and advocating for anti-trafficking legislation.
According to the Polaris Project website, from April 1 to June 30 of this
year, 41 calls to the hotline were received in Indiana, and 4,236 calls were
made nationwide, proving that trafficking is not just a “foreign” problem
but is happening right in Taylor’s backyard.
But what can a college student realistically do to fight this overwhelming demand for commercial sex?
Moeschberger, like those at Polaris Project, believes advocating for
anti-trafficking legislation is a key step for those wanting to take action.
“Putting laws in place that will lead to easier prosecution and harsher
sentencing [for traffickers] is crucial for creating safe spaces so these girls
don’t just get pulled right back into it after being rescued,” Moeschberger
said. “Students don’t realize how powerful their voices can be.”
The Polaris Project website makes it easy for anyone to get involved
by providing information on pending legislation, phone numbers for
congressmen and scripts for those who want to call their legislators and
ask them to act.
Kalyn Lantz, a senior who has been involved anti-trafficking organization Tiny Hands for four years, believes a solution will only come with
widespread, consistent prayer.
“Everybody wants to know what they can do to help,” Lantz said. “We
need to pray, not as a last resort, but as the most important thing we can
do. And we actually need to do it.”
On-campus organizations are also working
toward providing more outlets for student
action. ACTS, a part of Taylor World Outreach,
is planning an awareness and fundraising
event for the spring to give the entire campus
a way to act against this injustice many have
been hearing about.

Winter’s most-wanted hue is ready
to take center stage again. Red
is a great color not only for the
holidays, but also for the next four
months we have to spend frozen.
The warmth of red is a reminder
that although we feel cold, we
don’t have to look it. Red is bold, so
be careful with patterns. It is best
to stick with solids or thick stripes.
Different shades of red can be
good together, and black is red’s
best friend.

GUY TALK — LET’S
DISCUSS THE WEATHER
Sorry, guys, but it is time for
winter. This can be somewhat
discomforting for those whose
favorite ensemble includes the
first shorts and T-shirt you find on
the floor in the morning. Some of
you know better, but in case you’re
not sure, here is something easy
you can throw on in the morning: a
scarf. Scarves aren’t just for girls;
don’t think of it as an accessory,
but a practical way to keep warm.

QUICK
QUESTION?

SHARING

THE BOUNTY
RACHEL VACHON C O P Y

EDITOR

The table overflows with food, the savory
smell of turkey tickles the nose and the
promise of pumpkin pie tempts the mind.
Yes, Thanksgiving is here again. It is once
again time to sit down with family and
friends for a time of feasting, laughter
and turkey-induced napping. It is time
to come together and thank the Lord for
his blessings and provisions throughout
the year.
While this description may seem fairly
normal, many people are unable to spend
their holiday in this manner. Even though
Thanksgiving is anticipated by most, it is
a different story for those who don’t know
where their next meal is coming from.
What should be a happy and merry time
serves only as a heightened and painful
reminder of what they don’t have.
In a desire to provide assistance, many
places offer help so fewer people have
to go without. Two places in the Grant
County area that extend such generosity
are the Grant County Rescue Mission
and the Salvation Army. This holiday season they are both helping out and giving
back to the community.
The Grant County Rescue Mission in
Marion provides meals for those who
are less fortunate. People from Grant
County who are in need of a hot meal
and are unable to enjoy the luxuries of
Thanksgiving can come and be blessed
by the kindness of the Mission. They
serve two meals for Thanksgiving each
year, one at noon the day before, and the
other at noon Thanksgiving day. They
serve between 200-300 people over the
two days.

Even though the Grant County Rescue
Mission has served Thanksgiving meals
for 25 years, they also have a variety of
other programs by which they reach out
to the community. Among them, they
have two thrift stores, as well as shelters for men, women and families. Those
interested in serving at the Mission can
contact Debra Ballard at 765-662-0988.
While the Rescue Mission serves meals
to people, the Salvation Army hosts their
Angel Tree project, something both charities do. The project allows people to sign
up to receive the name of a person written on an angel-shaped card and sponsor them throughout the holiday season.
While people sometimes donate toys,
Judy Owen from the Salvation Army
in Marion said, “It’s about buying new
clothes for children.”
These are great opportunities for students to volunteer and get involved. For
anyone who wants to help out at the
Rescue Mission, they need help with
their Angel Tree project, serving meals,
and help in the shelters. For those interested in helping the Salvation Army, they
need volunteers to serve with their Angel
Tree project. They need people Dec. 15
for distribution and tag removal, which
will take place at the mall in front of J.C.
Penny’s. Groups of two or three people
are needed to help with each of the twohour shifts. They also need people to help
with their main holiday fundraiser: bell
ringing.
To volunteer, contact Kay Lane at home
at 765-664-5031 or on her cellphone at
765-618-5964.

DEAR RONNIE,
RONNIE WILLMARTH S T A F F

WRITER

Dear Ronnie,
I always over-eat around
the holidays. How can I
control myself this year?
Dear A Little Too Thankful,
Hey, what’s that smell? Oh, man. You’re trying not to look,
but the temptation is too strong! There’s a fresh platter of
them sitting on the counter, perfectly baked until goldenbrown. You’ve already scarfed 18 of these tasty temptations
since breakfast, snatching three in each hand every time
you passed through the kitchen. Or have you had 19? If
that’s the case, one more won’t hurt, will it? Of course it
won’t; a heart attack is one of the quickest ways to go.
Thus we conclude that holiday gluttony is an issue of
self-control. My first piece of advice is to fight this temptation like you would any other — through prayer and
supplication. In fact, all the biblical principles related to
self-control and resisting enticement are applicable to
overeating.
Self-control is the last fruit of the Spirit, although
frankly I don’t think the order holds any significance. The
fact remains, it is important to have discipline in all things,
including your diet. Develop good habits now because
though you are young and have a functional metabolism,
there will come a holiday when your vigor can’t keep up
with your appetite and your body will be forced to store 16
pounds worth of unburned calories in your face.
So, repeat the foundational concept after me: “Just
because food is around doesn’t mean I need to eat it.” You
know what you eat too much of, so set a quota for yourself
this holiday season, such as, “I will only eat one dessert
per night,” or “I will limit myself to nine helpings of garlic
mashed potatoes,” or “I will not drink gravy straight out
of the can.”
When you reach your quota and are tempted to go over
it, flee from temptation! Food that is out of sight is out of
mind and out of your gullet. If your family always hangs
out in the kitchen and you can’t resist, try moving to the
living room this year, or get a new family.
Remember to take part in the festivities and enjoy yourself. You don’t want to be a party pooper, but remember
that if you eat too much, then you’ll be the worst kind of
party pooper.

FOR ADVICE FROM RONNIE, CONTACT THE ECHO AT ECHO@TAYLOR.EDU

ARE YOU SKIPPING
CLASS TO LEAVE FOR
THANKSGIVING?
Respond to echo@taylor.edu in 140
characters of less and see your
response in next week’s paper.

SOCIAL
MEDIA
gon e

TAY L O R

STATUS UPDATE FROM
TAYLOR NETWORK
BREAKING: Wind turbines no worky
in strong winds, Euler expected
to be powerless from NovemberApril. Environment is safe though.
#AlGore from @FakeDrHabecker

FAC T
of

th e

W E E K

DID YOU KNOW?
In 1939, President Roosevelt proclaimed Thanksgiving would take
place Nov. 23, not Nov. 30, as a
way to spur economic growth and
extend the Christmas shopping
season.
whsv.org
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So what would these bills effectively accomplish? According to fightforthefuture.org,
s a society, we have become addicted to dancing babies, people falling
JUSTIN CHISHAM
we get the following list.
down at parties, covers of popular songs and children giggling at movies.
A&E EDITOR
1. The government gains the power to block piracy sites, most of which are foreign.
We need our keyboard-playing cats and obscure references to pop culture.
2. The government gains the power to sue blogs and sites that link to such sources
“Addicted” is almost too light a word for the level of dependency we display.
So can we do without? More importantly, what if our viral friends were wrenched of piracy.
3. Corporations can cut advertisement revenue to any site they believe infringes their copyrights.
from our hands?
However, these simple rules could result in some unintentional consequences. For instance, users
Welcome to Protect IP and the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA). Protect IP is the
Senate version of the piracy-fighting bill, which has been debated before. SOPA is a can simply use IP addresses instead of site names. This will bypass the censors entirely. Sites could be
newer and stricter format of the same bill, being heard this week on the House floor. sued if companies believe they are not enforcing copyright laws well enough, putting social networks
This controversial act gives the government power to access websites that infringe and media sites in danger. Globally, such laws could give tyrants even more opportunity to hinder
on copyright laws. This may not seem too controversial, since piracy is a crime we all free speech, making the net even less secure. The list goes on and on.
Are these consequences worth getting people to (maybe) buy a few more DVDs?
decry (when we aren’t committing it). However, there is more at stake than online
We are dependent on copyright infringement, and we use ethically muddy means to get our desired
witch hunts.
Dancing babies have copyrighted music in the background, while parties and song covers suffer entertainment. Let’s be honest, we do need some curbs. However, stifling online freedom is not the
from the same malady. Copyrighted material cannot be seen anywhere in the background, even if answer we need.
the foreground has a giggling child.
All forms of online “piracy” are walking on a precarious plank.
You know that video of the little British girls signing Nicki Minaj? Illegal.
YouTube clips of stupid Family Feud answers? Illegal.
Rick-rolling? Illegal.
Tumblr? Oh, you better believe that’s illegal.
Piracy-fighting bills have been going around since the Internet reached maturity, but it has only
recently gained traction in both the House and the Senate. Social networks and online communities
have begun to raise what they call “virtual arms.” Many sites now offer virtual forms directly aimed
at congress members, in an attempt to sway the controversial law.
Mozilla called SOPA, “the first American Internet censorship system. This bill could pass. If it
does, the Internet and free speech will never be the same. Join us to stop this bill . . . . Help us stop
the Internet Blacklist Legislation.”
Then again, what do we expect from online communities? No one wants to be censored after they
enjoy freedom. As I stated above, people pirate media even when they know it’s wrong. Maybe we
do need more consequences for online crimes.
However, there is a second group protesting the bill. This faction is not comprised of online trolls,
complaining and nitpicking about everything they dislike.
This group is comprised of legal analysts.
Christina Gagnier, an internet and IP attorney, wrote an article for the Huffington Post detailing
the many problems of these piracy laws.
“These pieces of legislation create legal nightmares,” she writes. “Our legal system is woefully
behind in terms of keeping up with technology . . . Congress is on the cusp of passing more legislation that serves only to muddy the waters, not enact any sort of justice or provide mechanisms for
Submit poll response to: Echo@taylor.edu
truly addressing a problem like online piracy.”

How do you feel about Internet censorship?
Needs to be done

Impossible to enforce

Destroys online freedom

I really don’t care

OPENING THIS WEEKEND
“Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn Part 1”

“Happy Feet Two”

“The Descendants”

Starring Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson, Taylor
Lautner

Starring Elijah Wood, Robin Williams, Brad Pitt,
Matt Damon

Starring George Clooney, Shailiene Woodley, Judy
Greer

Bella and Edward are forced to deal with the tumultuous
consequences of their marriage and honeymoon. After their
child is born (the birth of a half-vampire baby is not easy
on Mrs. Edward Cullen), the young couple must also deal
with a shocking development for the third side of this love
triangle: Jacob Black.

Returning to the the wintry landscape of Antartica (in 3D,
no less), Mumble has a slight issue with his son Erik. That
is, the young penguin is afraid of dancing. The rest of the
movie follows Mumble as he learns to accept his son while
fighting an even larger threat, and young Erik grows to see
his dad as more of a hero than a hindrance.

This limited-release film is set in Hawaii, but that is
where paradise ends. Matt King (Clooney) is an indifferent husband and father until his wife is killed in a boating
accident. Now, he must decide how to move forward
with his life, struggling with a decision to sell the family
homestead. It is a humorous and tragic journey, but one
of self-discovery for this renewed family.

INSULATING YOUR TECHNOLOGY
Death, it comes in blue. When I first came to Taylor I was told that we
use a lot of acronyms here. The particular acronym for said blue-coloreddeath is BSoD, a nerdy tech term used to describe the infamous Blue
Screen of Death, an error partial to Windows operating systems.
When using technology there are numerous errors and annoying issues that
you encounter. In case you think that technology is bent on making your life
terrible, you are not alone; these problems are not singular to you. They can
be defeated. IT Client Services can help, but ultimately you must take the
initiative. Following are five ways you can do so.
First, your computer comes with a number of utilities designed to address
stability and performance issues. Disk Defragmenter, found in your control
panel, is particularly helpful with performance. Reliability Monitor, found by
searching its name, is a program that records and graphs your computer’s
stability. This program also allows you to check for solutions to past errors.
CCleaner is a free, downloadable, hard drive cleaner recommended by IT
Client Services.
Second, Malware is clever. You must be on your guard. TJ Higley, fifteen
year IT veteran and Director of Client Services at Taylor, suggests “being
more careful in our habits” and “properly handling attachments sent by E-mail” to counter Malware.
To keep our computers secure, authentic programs, such Windows, Apple and Adobe products,
encourage us to install updates. Higley says that “it is very important that all clients accept and
install these updates.” Higley also warns that “Macintosh users are not exempt.” Taylor does not yet

JOSH SPOTTS

CONTRIBUTOR

require anti-malware on Macs but it is suggested that Mac users install a compatible anti-malware
such as Sophos or ClamAV as there are Macintosh viruses in the wilds of cyberspace.
Third, take the time to contact IT Client Services if you have a problem. Sometimes a small issue
that you disregard could be a virus and easily become a big issue. Also, Windows communicates with you through error messages. Do not ignore them.
Write down what the error message says and contact IT; take the initiative!
Fourth, if your problem is with your laptop then bring it by the IT Xpress
desk in the main level of the library. The technician there will gladly take a
look at what is wrong. Even if you just have a question, feel free to stop by.
“Personally, we want people that have a comfort level with computers, but
more importantly people who have good communication skills and enjoy
helping people.” According to Higley, these are the hiring standards for a
Student Technician. The technicians at the Xpress desk are always willing
to help. It is one of the chief reasons they were hired.
Fifth, at itclientservices.taylor.edu there is a long list of self-help tutorials
covering a broad array of subjects from how to use backup utilities, to virus
scanners, and even how to increase your security on Facebook. There is even
a tutorial on how to set up your student E-mail account on your phone.
TJ Higley’s motto is “validate, educate, and solve.” IT Client services exists to help you help yourself. We do this by educating you on what your problem actually was and not just silently solving it.
Remember, you can take the initiative to conquer your technology problems.

In case you think that
technology is bent on
making your life terrible,
you are not alone.

Review:

The game retains the freestyle
Bethesda’s “Skyrim” had gamers
JOSH SPOTTS
gameplay of its predecessors while
talking in hushed, reverent tones
CONTRIBUTOR
making some significant upgrades.
the day before it came out Nov. 11,
The skill sets aren’t as vast as they
2011. Many die-hard fans of the
were in “Oblivion,” the designers
Elder Scrolls series, of which “Skyrim” is the fifth installation, stayed up to purchase completely got rid of the frowned-upon agility and
the game at midnight. A friend of mine in Michi- acrobatics skill sets. This may upset some because
gan stood outside GameStop for an hour in the cold it forces players to choose what skills they want.
November wind just because he wasn’t patient No longer can you be a master at everything. The
enough to wait at home. After logging 60 hours of second upgrade is the game generates new quests
gameplay time, he says that “Bethesda has once once you’ve run out of the generic ones. The third
again released an RPG that raises the bar. ‘Skyrim’ upgrade lounges in the eye-candy category. Your
character will perform complex kill moves when
is an immersive fantasy with a Viking twist.”
I have played the game myself. It is both fun and defeating a creature. NPCs also have the ability
addicting. This seems to be the general consensus. to perform kill moves.
Overall, Bethesda has once again put out a
Freshman Andrew Mascetti says “Skyrim” is “an
awesome game that is definitely worth buying. wonderful game and a terrible temptation at the
Just be careful to judge how much time you spend same time. “Skyrim” is the RPG that will draw to
playing because you can easily forget about the from reality into its fabricated existence. There is
real world.” These are words to be carefully con- so much content in this game that if I went into
detailing all of it, you would still be reading into
sidered.
The main story of “Skyrim” is set 200 years after tomorrow evening. I can only tell you the game is
the last Elder Scrolls game, “Oblivion.” There is worth your money. It is up to you to decide if it is
civil war in the land of Skyrim, and you are the worth your time. I give “Skyrim” a four out of five
Dragonborn the entire country has been waiting star rating.
for.

Photo provided by kotaku.com

‘The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim’
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OCCUPY WALL STREET: LOSING SIGHT?
BY

I

GA B R I E L

B A I N ,

O P I N I O N S

n case you haven’t noticed, rebellion has become a popular
pastime among many around the world. Whether the
cause is for overthrowing an unjust dictator or chang-ing a government’s policies, they seem to be fueling one
another. And these rebellions have made their way into
the United States.
Occupy Wall Street is a much smaller form of rebellion
than overthrowing a government or a corrupt leader,
but the protests seem to be fueled with a similar pas-sion. Since the Occupy Wall Street campaign began two
months ago, protesters have been living in a public park
in New York City, protesting against economic inequality
and the influence of corporations on the U.S. government.
In early October, President Barack Obama addressed the
protesters. “I think it expresses the frustrations the American
people feel, that we had the biggest financial crisis since the
Great Depression, huge collateral damage all throughout the
country,” Obama said. “And yet you’re still seeing some of the
same folks who acted irresponsibly trying to fight efforts to
crack down on the abusive practices that got us into this in
the first place.”
The many participants in Occupy Wall Street find themselves
in a situation where they feel as if they have no more options.
The unemployment rate in the U.S. is now at nine percent
according to tradingeconomics.com and the top one percent of
the wealthiest people in the U.S. make much more money than
the rest of America (hints the slogan: we are the 99 percent
adopted by the Occupy protesters).
The problem with the Occupy Wall Street campaign, is that it
is mostly ill-targeted and not the most effective way to address
this issue. Yes, there must be something done about the economic inequality in America. Yes, the government needs to
separate itself from the influence of major corporations. Yes,
jobs need to be created and unemployment needs to be fixed.
But yelling at government officials and economist, blocking off
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streets, and in some cases resorting to violence will not help
at the moment, and you could argue, the protests may make
matters even worse.
The time in which the protesters chose to make their demonstrations makes it incredibly hard for the government to do
much of what they are asking. As we all know our government
is divided, and it is hard for them to make a decision on almost
anything. Also, if the government and others not involved in the
demonstrations, see the disruptive behavior of the protesters,
they are less likely to support it.
The demonstrations have been going on for months with little
to show for protesters’ efforts. A study done by the Democraticleaning firm of Public Policy Polling showed 33 percent of the
public was in favor of the protest, while 45 percent of those
polled were against the movement. The results are nine percent

higher than the last poll taken. Reasons for the change in support are linked to the protesters’ motivations. “What the downturn in Occupy Wall Street’s image suggests is that voters are
seeing the movement as more about ‘Occupy’ than ‘Wall Street,”
wrote Tom Jensen of Public Policy Polling. “The controversy
over the protests is starting to drown out the actual message.”
From the start, Occupy Wall Street has had good motivations,
but with all protests they bring controversy. The controversy
that is covering Occupy Wall Street is creating a dark cloud over
all good they hope to do. Some protesters still have good motivations, but many are caught up in this sensation that is sweeping
across the world called rebellion, that they forget or block out
the main goals to be accomplished by the demonstrations. Only
time will tell how Occupy Wall Street will turn out, but after
two months, they seem to be doing more harm than good.
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THANKSGIVING CHANGES

The athletic director and university
Until two weeks ago I was a Joe
DANIEL MORRILL
president knew about the crimes
Paterno fan. What wasn’t there to
SPORTS EDITOR
and were rightfully fired for their
like? He was a seemingly clueless
old man with thick glasses, a funny voice and a inaction. Police officers, parents, teachers, and
sense of humor who just kept on winning football friends could have all taken more action than
they did, but no one flipped over a car on their
games.
But when Paterno was fired last Wednesday behalf. So why is everyone rushing to Paterno’s
night I didn’t feel sorry for him at all. Not long defense, like he should have done for the tenbefore many Penn State students began lighting year-old who was raped by Sandusky nine years
fires in the streets and flipping cars in defense of ago?
Is it because he won 409 football games? Or
Paterno, Penn State Vice Chairman of the Board
of Trustees John Surma tried to put things into because his press conferences always made
us chuckle? He gave money to charity, and he
perspective.
“The past several days have been absolutely always made sure that his players went to class.
terrible for the entire Penn State community,” Maybe that’s why.
Whatever the reason is, it’s inherently a selfSurma said. “But the outrage that we feel is
ish cop out to how we would
nothing compared to the
have liked for this story to
physical and psychological
end. I too wish this would have
suffering that allegedly took
never happened and Paterno
place.”
could have ridden off on the
Still, University Park
shoulders of his offensive linebecame the site of a riot, and
men like a hero, but there is no
from 500 miles away I paged
defense for turning a blind eye
through Facebook statuses
to the injustices that Paterno
that passionately proclaimed
did.
that Paterno was “treated
This story is much bigger
unfairly” and “didn’t deserve
than Joe Paterno. It’s about
this.” Really? Didn’t the chilthe horrible tragedy of sexual
dren who Jerry Sandusky
abuse that occurs everyday, to
sexually abused deserve for
people all around us. It’s about
Paterno to stand up for them?
They did in fact. Yes, when Paterno found out being aware of when things aren’t right, and
what Sandusky was doing he reported it to his having the courage to put one’s self on the line
superior, just like he would any other football for the sake of others. If we ignore what hapissue. There is only one problem; it wasn’t a pened to the victims and turn away from what
we can learn from this terrible scandal because
football issue.
Paterno was a football coach, but he was also we’re too worried about football, then we will be
a person and had a responsibility to put a stop doing the exact thing that Paterno said was his
to the horrible injustices going on right under “biggest regret.”
Let’s quit worrying about how sad it is that
his nose. He had a chance to stick up for children who couldn’t stick up for themselves, but Paterno’s legacy was tarnished, and start worryhe didn’t care enough to dial three digits on a ing about how nine years of sexual abuse could
have allowed to continue, and how we can make
telephone and put a stop to it all.
Obviously others were at fault here as well. sure nothing like it ever happens again.

busy dialing family and friends to
“Ready for the Black Friday?” the
SAM SEO
ask forgiveness for who I am and
Peavey family asked me.
CONTRIBUTOR
how I have sinned against them
My first study abroad experience
at Texarkana, Texas, was very amusing because (intentionally and unintentionally), so that
every phrase thrown at me contained different way I will a bit less embarrassed to see Jesus.
meanings. I took the words “Black Friday” as Wow, that day will be the busiest day of my life.”
And Nate replied, “That is undermining
another term that most Texans interchange (a
remote control is called a “clicker”) and won- God’s love for you because he has sent his only
dered if Black Friday had to do anything with Son to this broken world to give you salvation.”
black community in the town — at least that There was silence. Nate reminded me of the
came to mind instantly because down in the revelation of John 3:16 I thought I had underdeep South, half the population is black. The stood completely.
This is not an example of failures of vacation
host family explained to me that the Friday
of Thanksgiving week is when the most of Bible school. Rather this is like an anesthesia
huge sales are available — essentially notify- of thankfulness. We are numb to being thankful for salvation and God’s
ing people that Christmas
grace, which are the founshopping has begun.
dations of our faith.
The kind of thanksgivWe must go back to the
ing events that I have seen
true meaning of Thanksgivin Texas appear to contain
ing and apply that to our
some irrelevant meanings.
daily lives. Today may be
It is an eat, sleep, shop and
another day for you, but
watch football week. On
for those who battle with
Friday night the host mom
cancer, this day might be
and her relatives who have
their last. If we zoom out
XX chromosomes talk about
from the timeline of our
how stressful the shopping
lives, it is pretty clear that
trip was due to the crowds.
we are on a line that only
Meanwhile, people with XY
goes forward, and no one
chromosomes argue about
knows when it will end —
who will win the Texas vs.
Texas A&M game. After the game, there is a it could be the next second. Hence, there is no
silence on one side, and the other goes crazy, difference between the fate of Taylor University
determining the mood of the thanksgiving day. students and the cancer battler in terms of life
However, if I translated the word “thanksgiv- journey — we are just barely standing on the
ing” correctly, it would be like this: the expres- bridge. No one knows when it will collapse.
sion of gratefulness to a giver. This means This means we should go back to Jesus with
we are expressing gratefulness to a giver for a sense of urgency and ask him to give us the
everything that has been bestowed upon us correct meaning of being thankful. If we ask
and does not belong to us eternally. Thus we sincerely, at that moment he will provide a new
take a moment and remember who we are and perspective for life.
And if we seek out thankfulness, it will be
what a blessing it is to see that we do not lack
substantially embedded into our lives, will
anything.
It is not that shopping and football have become a part of our nature and will distindegraded the meaning of Thanksgiving. We guish us from others. For some, the attitude
are rarely thankful to God throughout the day, will be this: “This is another beautiful rainy day
and we are no longer accustomed to giving in Upland.” Others will be afforded a greater
thanks to God during special holidays. It is thankfulness, that they may enjoy every day as
if they are living in heaven on this earth. Do
just another day with no school.
I remember having a conversation with my not hesitate to show the gratefulness to your
friend Nate on my way to campus. He asked neighbor. Time is running out. Your Thanksme what I would do if today was the last day of giving begins today: Give your parents and
my life. It was an easy answer. “Nate, I tell you friends a big hug and whisper to them, “I am
what. This is simple. My iPhone will be quite so thankful for you.”

“ . . . there is no defense for turning a

blind eye to the injustices that

Paterno did.”

“We are numb to being
thankful for salvation

and God’s grace, which
are the foundations of
our faith.”
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Send letters to the editor at gabriel_bain@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400
words. Due to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your opinions as concise as
possible. The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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14 YEARS AND WORTH THE WAIT

TROJAN SPORTS

IN BRIEF
MEN’S BASKETBALL
3-1 (0-0)

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 4-0 (0-0)

RESULTS
11/12 at Concordia
W, 81-63
11/15 at Indiana Tech
L, 57-69

RESULTS
11/15 versus Midway
College (Ky.) W, 92-45

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

SCHEDULE
11/18 at Columbia (Mo.)
5 p.m.
11/19 at Trinity
International 7 p.m.
11/22 at Goshen 7 p.m.
11/29 versus Mt. Vernon
Nazarene 7 p.m.

The men’s soccer team celebrates after beating Spring Arbor 3-0 Saturday to win its first MCC Tournament Championship since 1997.

NICK VAN HEEST

For the first time
since 1997, the TayCONTRIBUTOR
lor men’s soccer team
won the MCC Tournament championship
and secured an automatic bid to the NAIA
National Championship Opening Round.
On a blustery Saturday afternoon, the Trojans clinched the title by defeating Spring
Arbor 3-0 in front of 629 fans.
Neither team broke the deadlock in the first
half, as both teams struggled to maintain possession and create chances.
Head coach Gary Ross admitted wind was
a big factor and heavily influenced the game.
“We loved the wind at our backs in the second half,” Ross said. “It was huge for us not to
give up a goal going into the wind.”
After halftime, Taylor did not take long to
put a point on the scoreboard, as senior forward Tyler Beachler scored his seventh gamewinning goal of the season on a free-kick from
just outside of the box in the 47th minute. The
MCC Player of the Year took the shot right on
the referee’s whistle, catching Spring Arbor’s
goalkeeper out of position as the ball dipped
under the post and into the back of the net.
“I had a good shot, and thankfully it went
in, or else I would have looked pretty foolish,”
Beachler said. “We’ve been practicing set plays
all season long, and it paid off.”
Ross saw the opening goal as a turning
point in the game, which opened up the field

MENʼS SOCCER

3-0

MCC CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

Taylor
Trojans

Spring Arbor
Cougars

and allowed the Trojans more space.
“I think the goal was Beachler’s first career
goal off a set piece, and it came at a pretty crucial time,” Ross said. “It’s what he always does
— he always comes through in the clutch.”
It was the freshmen’s turn to shine in the
56th minute, as a goal from freshman Tim
Daniels doubled the Trojans’ lead with his
16th goal of the season. Fellow freshman
Danny Cawley assisted on the play.
“Danny did a great job of taking the ball to
the inside,” Daniels said. “He drew defenders
and created space for me to take a wide open
shot.”
Beachler scored his second goal of the game
and team-leading 17th of the season in the
67th minute, as he out-paced the defense on a
ball over the top from Daniels before blasting
a low volley into the corner of the net to send
the student section into a frenzy.
“That was one of the best atmospheres I’ve
seen,” Daniels said of the Taylor crowd. “It’s
awesome just to see those guys painting up
their chests and standing up the whole game

even when it’s a little cold out here . . . it really
gives us an emotional boost.”
Taylor turned in an inspired defensive performance, not allowing a single shot on goal
for their seventh straight shutout and 11th
of the season.
“Our mentality on defense is fearlessness
and sacrifice for each other, and we’re always
covering each other’s backs out there day in
and day out on the field,” sophomore defender
Matt Poland said. “We never gave them much
of an opportunity to ever see the goal.”
For a program that had not won a conference title in 14 years, the win marked the
culmination of years of hard work and dedication for the Trojans’ soccer program.
“Words can’t express how happy I am right
now,” Beachler said. “This goes all the way
back to freshman year, to the beginning of the
season, and all the sweat and hard work we’ve
put in. Looking back it’s simply amazing.”
“We’re really excited. I’m really excited,”
said Ross, who has been head coach at Taylor
for eight years. “I was tearing up in the huddle
just thinking that we’ve worked a lot of years
to get our program to this point . . . . It’s coming together right now, and it’s fun.”
Taylor (19-1-1) will represent the MCC in
the NAIA National Championship Opening
Round tomorrow, hosting Saint Xavier (Ill.),
who comes into the game with a 13-8 record.
Game time is 2 p.m.

HEGELIEN, NORRIS SET TO RUN AT NATIONALS
One is a seasoned for that is she’ll represent that freshman class.”
The two earned the trip to nationals by qualveteran, a quiet,
SPORTS WRITER
focused senior work- ifying at the MCC Championships two weeks
ing on her student teaching while making a ago in Goshen, Ind. Norris finished fifth at that
meet with a time of 18:51, while Hegelein came
final run at glory.
The other is a happy-go-lucky freshman who in seventh in 18:54.
For both runners, making it to nationals has
has shown remarkable consistency and finally
been very satisfying, but for different reasons.
qualified for the big meet.
One thing they have in common? This week- For Hegelein, who qualified for nationals last
year as a junior, making it back has been a
end, they’re both running at nationals.
Senior Kirstin Hegelein and freshman calculated goal, one she has worked hard for.
“[Hegelein] needed to have the best race
Jenna Norris will represent the women’s cross
country team tomorrow as they run at the that she could have to qualify, and she put
NAIA National Championships in Fort Van- it together,” White said. “She was very determined, she had set a goal and knew exactly
couver, Wash.
“Even though it was sad that the team didn’t what she needed to do and who she needed to
make it [to nationals], we were excited that beat, and she took care of business.”
For Norris, making it to nationals has been
Kirstin earned a trip back, and she definitely
earned it,” said head coach Quinn White. “And a major breakthrough. In high school, she was
then Jenna, being a freshman, it’s very exciting one place away from qualifying for the Indithat a freshman qualified, and the great news ana state cross country meet, and she barely

JON STROSHINE

missed making it to state in track, as well. Now,
she doesn’t have to wonder if she’ll ever make
it to the big race.
“I remember at track regionals [in high
school], Coach White and Coach Ozmun told
me that even though I didn’t make it to state,
they’re like, ‘It’s okay, we’ll make sure you get
to nationals,’” Norris said. “I’m so thankful that
I was able to make it.”
As for the race itself, White is expecting a
sloppy course and some slow times.
“It’s gonna be an absolute mud-fest,” White
said. “It’s supposed to rain all week . . . . The
men run first, and we run second, so it’ll just
be chewed up. So time will not matter. It’s all
gonna be about place.”
Hegelein’s experience in running the race
last year gives both runners an edge.
“It’s just really helpful that [Hegelein]’s been
there before,” Norris said. “It just helps give
confidence that we’re not alone.”

SCHEDULE
11/18 versus Purdue
University-Calumet 7 p.m.
11/22 versus Goshen 7 p.m.
11/26 at Hold Cross College
(Ind.) 1 p.m.
11/30 at Mt. Vernon
Nazarene 7 p.m.

REVIEW
The men’s basketball team
lost their first game of
the season when they fell
57-69 to No. 18 Indiana
Tech Tuesday. Junior Casey
Coons led the Trojans
with 20 points in the loss.
Fellow junior Tommy Peller
added 11 points on 4-5
shooting.

REVIEW
The women’s basketball
team remained perfect
when they knocked off
Midway 92-45 Tuesday
night. Juniors Erin Guarneri
and Tess Rudolph led Taylor
in scoring with 14 and 13
points respectively. Sophomore Ashley Fouch added
seven points and a teamleading six rebounds.

MEN’S SOCCER
19-1-1 (8-0-1)

WOMEN’S
CROSS COUNTRY

RESULTS
11/12 MCC Championship
versus Spring Arbor W, 3-0

RESULTS
Did not compete this week

SCHEDULE
11/19 NAIA National Championship Opening Round
versus St. Xavier 2 p.m.
11/28-12/03 NAIA National
Championship Final Site*

SCHEDULE
11/19 at NAIA National
Championships 2:45 p.m.

REVIEW
The men’s soccer team
won the MCC Tournament
with a 3-0 win over Spring
Arbor Saturday, qualifying for the NAIA National
Championship tournament
in the process. Senior
Tyler Beachler scored two
goals, and freshman Tim
Daniels added one of his
own in what was senior
goalkeeper Josh Giuliano’s
seventh straight shutout.
See article for full recap.

REVIEW
Freshman Jenna Norris
and senior Kirstin Hegelein
will compete in the NAIA
National Championships
in Fort Vancouver, Wash.,
tomorrow. The pair
qualified for the meet after
placing fifth and seventh
respectively at the MCC
Championships Nov. 5.
Freshman Allison Steinbeck, sophomore Tanya
Rogers and senior Ashley
Henry finished 17th, 25th
and 26th respectively. See
article for a full preview of
tomorrow’s NAIA National
Championships.

FOOTBALL
5-5 (2-3)

VOLLEYBALL
29-7 (17-1)

RESULTS
11/12 at Malone W, 27-13

RESULTS
11/12 MCC Championship
versus Indiana Wesleyan
L, 2-3

*Pending result of opening round game

SCHEDULE
Season Concluded
REVIEW
The football team got
back to 0.500 with a
season-ending 27-13 win
at Malone Saturday. The
Trojans gained 229 yards on
the ground in the win, 80 of
them coming from red-shirt
freshman Jake Fidler and
79 of them from junior Taylor Johnson, who also had
two touchdowns. Junior
quarterback Nick Freeman
went 9-20 passing for 73
yards and one touchdown.
Sophomore Nick Gathrite
returned an interception for
a touchdown for the third
time this season in the win.

SCHEDULE
11/19 NAIA National
Championships Opening
Round versus Lindsey
Wilson 6:30 p.m.
11/29-12/03 NAIA National
Championship Final Site*
*Pending result of opening round game

REVIEW
The volleyball team fell
to Indiana Wesleyan 2-3
in the MCC Tournament
Championship game
Saturday but still earned
an at-large bid to the NAIA
National Championship
Tournament Sunday. See
article for full recap.

The volleyball team
lost one of the closest
CONTRIBUTOR
matches Odle Arena
has ever seen Saturday when they fell to Indiana Wesleyan University (IWU) in the MCC
Championship game.
The Trojans were hoping to win their third
straight MCC Tournament title and to avenge
their loss at IWU a week prior that snapped
their 53-match MCC regular season winning
streak. However, they fell just short, losing in
5 sets (24-26, 25-15, 29-27, 27-29, 15-17).
IWU won the first set 26-24 on a controversial call. It appeared that an IWU player hit

the ball a fourth time and hit it out of bounds,
but the referee said the ball was blocked,
allowing three more hits.
However, the Trojans responded in the next
set by winning 25-14. The second set was the
only set of the match decided by more than
two points.
In a back and forth third set, senior Kelsey
Pritchard registered two straight kills late to
give the Trojans a 2-1 set lead.
Taylor built a 14-7 lead in the fourth set
and looked in control of the match before IWU
senior Peyton Thompson had three straight
kills to help narrow the lead to 15-12. IWU

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

WILL FAIRFAX

Head coach Brittany Smith prays during a timeout in the third set of Saturday’s MCC Championship.

took the lead at 17-16, capping off a 10-2 run.
The Trojans had a chance to win the match
late in the fourth set, but two hitting errors
on match point helped IWU take the set 29-27.
Taylor fell behind in the fifth set 1-7 and
later 3-10, but they fought back to make the
score 10-11 in favor of IWU. Back-to-back kills
by Pritchard pulled the Trojans back even
with the Wildcats at 14. Junior Elizabeth Luke
fought off a match point, but IWU was able to
win the final set 17-15 off of back-to-back kills.
“I think the difference was that Indiana Wesleyan was willing to do anything to get a point,
and we were willing to do almost anything to
get a point,” Head coach Brittany Smith said.
“It might be splitting hairs, but that’s what
we saw.”
After the match, Pritchard won her second-straight MCC Player of the Year award.
Pritchard finished the match with 26 kills
and 11 digs for her 19th double-double of the
season.
The Trojans had more kills, aces and digs
than IWU and had several match points
throughout the match, but they were not able
to close out the match.
No. 18 Taylor will have a chance for redemption since receiving an at-large bid in the
NAIA National Tournament.
“We’re really excited,” Smith said. “It’s a
privilege to represent our school at the NAIA
national tournament. We think our court
maturity and experience is going to set the
tone for us on Saturday, and hopefully we’ll
be back in Iowa after Thanksgiving.”
Taylor will play its final home match of the
season Saturday at 6:30 p.m. against Lindsey Wilson in the opening round of the NAIA
National Championship Tournament.
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IWU SPOILS THIRD-STRAIGHT MCC CHAMPIONSHIP BID

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Josh Giuliano
YEAR:

Senior

HOMETOWN:

Wheaton, Ill.

LOCATION ON
CAMPUS:

1st East Wengatz

NICKNAME:

Jules

FUNNIEST
TEAMMATE:

Chad Edmundson.
But he doesn’t know
it, so don’t tell him.

FAVORITE MOVIE:

“Shawshank
Redemption”

FAVORITE BOOK:

“The Crucible”

FAVORITE BAND:

Radiohead

FAVORITE ANIMAL:

Crocodile

